Current plagiarism detection systems reliably find instances of copied and moderately altered text, but often fail to detect strong paraphrases, translations, and the reuse of non-textual content and ideas. To improve upon the detection capabilities for such concealed content reuse in academic publications, we make four contributions: i) We present the first plagiarism detection approach that combines the analysis of mathematical expressions, images, citations and text. ii) We describe the implementation of this hybrid detection approach in the research prototype HyPlag. iii) We present novel visualization and interaction concepts to aid users in reviewing content similarities identified by the hybrid detection approach. iv) We demonstrate the usefulness of the hybrid detection and result visualization approaches by using HyPlag to analyze a confirmed case of content reuse present in a retracted research publication.
INTRODUCTION
Academic plagiarism (AP) has been defined as 'the use of ideas, concepts, words, or structures without appropriately acknowledging the source to benefit in a setting where originality is expected' [3] . Forms of AP range from copying content (copy&paste) to reusing slightly modified content, e.g., interweaving text from multiple sources, to heavily concealing content reuse, e.g., by paraphrasing or translating text, and lastly, reusing data or simply ideas without proper attribution [19] . The easily recognizable copy&paste-type AP is more prevalent among students [9] , while concealed AP is more characteristic of researchers, who have strong incentives to avoid detection [2] . Plagiarized student assignments typically Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SIGIR '18, July [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 2018 , Ann Arbor, MI, USA © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5657-2/18/07. https://doi.org /10.1145/3209978.3210177 have no consequences for the public. However, plagiarized research publications can have a severe negative impact by distorting the mechanisms for tracing and correcting research results, and causing inefficient allocations of research funds. Therefore, detecting concealed AP in research publications is a pressing problem affecting many stakeholders, including academic publishers, research institutions, funding agencies, and of course other researchers.
RELATED WORK
Text retrieval research has yielded mature systems that reliably detect copied or moderately altered text in an input document and retrieve its source if the source is included in the system's reference collection. Such systems are well-suited to detect AP of the copy&paste type. Yet, they often fail to find concealed forms of AP, such as paraphrases, translations, or idea plagiarism [19] .
Researchers have proposed numerous approaches to improve the text similarity assessment methods, e.g., semantic and syntactic analyses to better identify paraphrases, or cross-language retrieval to better detect translations [2, 10, 18] .
Research also showed that hybrid approaches, i.e., the combined analysis of text and other content features, improve the retrieval effectiveness for plagiarism detection (PD) tasks. Alzahrani et al. combined an analysis of text similarity and structural similarity [1] . We showed that the combined analysis of citation patterns and text similarity improves the identification of concealed AP [5] [6] [7] 11] . Pertile et al. confirmed the positive effect of combining citation and text analysis and devised a hybrid approach using machine learning [15] . Recently, we demonstrated the potential of analyzing the similarity of mathematical expressions [13] , semantic concept patterns [14] , and images [12] for improving the detection of AP.
Concluding from prior research, we see a hybrid approach that analyses heterogeneous content features as most promising to prevent and detect the wide range of AP forms.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
HyPlag is a research prototype that realizes a hybrid approach to plagiarism detection for academic documents. The system analyzes mathematical expressions, images, citations, and text to improve the identification of potentially suspicious content similarity, particularly in research publications, such as journal articles, PhD theses, and grant proposals. The target audience of our system are reviewers of such works, e.g., journal editors or PhD advisors. Figure 1 gives an overview of the hybrid PD approach currently implemented in HyPlag. The approach follows the established design principle of a multi-stage detection process consisting of candidate retrieval, detailed comparison, and human inspection [17] . The following subsections present the analysis steps for each class of content features (math, images, citations, and text). Figure 1 : Overview of the hybrid detection process.
Math Similarity
To improve the detection of AP, primarily in STEM disciplines, we proposed including mathematical expressions into the similarity analysis of documents [13] .
For candidate retrieval, our approach computes signatures ('fingerprints') for mathematical content contained in documents. The signatures represent the histograms of the frequencies of the basic components of mathematical expressions, i.e., identifiers, numbers, and operators. To determine the similarity between histograms, we use a relative distance measure as described in our paper [13] .
In the detailed comparison stage, our approach performs a pairwise similarity assessment of formulae using three similarity measures introduced by Zhang and Youssef [21] : The coverage measure quantifies the number of matching tokens in two formulae. The match depth measure assigns higher weights to matching concepts in two formulae if the concepts occur at higher levels, i.e., closer to the root of the MathML expression tree. The idea is that higher level concepts are more significant for the nature of the expression. The taxonomic distance measure assigns a higher weight to elements from the same class in a content dictionary. For instance, two trigonometric functions, such as sin and cos, would receive a higher similarity score than sin and log. HyPlag uses the content dictionary of the MathML standard (see Section 3.5).
Image Similarity
Images in academic documents convey much information independent of the text, which makes them valuable features for assessing the semantic similarity present in such documents. To consider a wide range of image types commonly occurring in academic documents, e.g., charts or plots, schematic representations, and photographs, HyPlag includes both established and novel image similarity assessments. We will present a brief overview of the analysis steps HyPlag performs for candidate retrieval. Details on our image-based PD approach can be found in our paper [12] .
We employ perceptual hashing (pHash) using a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and comparing pHash values using their hamming distance as a well-established, fast and reliable method to find highly similar images of arbitrary image types.
As an initial approach to analyzing visually differing images, we include two methods that analyze the text, such as labels, extracted from the images using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The first method performs basic set-based character 3-gram matching for all characters in an image. The second method performs position-aware character matching by using single characters as the center points around which a fixed-size circular proximity region is defined. The similarity measure to compare two images considers the number of position-aware text matches normalized by the number of characters in the longer of the two OCR texts.
As a first approach to identifying potential data reuse, i.e., representing (nearly) identical data in visually different charts, we employ ratio hashing. This novel algorithm finds semantically equivalent bar charts by computing a hash value from the relative heights of bars compared to the height of the largest bar. To determine the distance of two ratio hashes, we compare the components of the hash, i.e., the relative bar heights, in decreasing order and calculate the sum of the absolute differences of the bar heights.
Citation Similarity
For candidate retrieval, the hybrid approach employs four citationbased similarity measures, which prior research proved effective for discovering concealed AP [5, 6] .
Bibliographic Coupling (BC), quantifies the absolute number or fraction of shared references while ignoring the number, position, and order of citations in the text. We use BC as a basic filter.
Longest Common Citation Sequence (LCCS) is the maximum number of citations that match in both documents in the same order, but not necessarily in a contiguous block. We showed that LCCS achieves good results for retrieving longer passages of reused text, in which the sequence of ideas remained unchanged.
Greedy Citation Tiling (GCT) identifies all individually longest matching substrings of citations in two documents ('citation tiles'), i.e., all blocks of consecutive shared citations in identical order. Longer citation tiles are a strong indicator for high semantic similarity of text passages, even if the order of the passages was changed.
Citation Chunking (CC) is a class of heuristic measures to find variably-sized patterns of matching citations, in which the count and order of matching citations can differ.
Text Similarity
To find similar text, we rely on established text retrieval methods. For candidate retrieval, our approach employs a text fingerprinting method, which we realized by adapting the Sherlock tool 1 . The method performs text chunking using word 3-grams and probabilistically selects a subset of chunks for computing a digital signature of the input text. The mean probability for chunk retention is 1 16 . For the detailed comparison, we offer users a choice between full string matching and the Encoplot algorithm. We adapted the Boyer-Moore algorithm to match all strings (including repetitions) with 12 or more identical words. Encoplot, developed by Grozea et al. [8] , is an efficient character 16-gram comparison that achieves a time-complexity of O(n) by ignoring repeated matches.
Implementation
The HyPlag prototype consists of a backend server application and a web-based fronted application, which are loosely coupled via a REST web service interface. The backend is realized in Java using the Spring Boot framework. We use an Elasticsearch index as the main data storage for content features. To extract text, header metadata, citations, and references from PDF, we integrated the GROBID 2 and ParsCit 3 parsers. We combine the result sets of both parsers to increase precision and recall of the extraction. HyPlag relies on MathML 4 to represent and process mathematical content. We use InftyReader 5 to convert PDF that include mathematical content to TeX. We then employ LaTeXML 6 to convert the TeX output of InftyReader to XHTML with embedded MathML. The frontend (see Section 4) is realized in Ruby on Rails.
Currently, HyPlag's reference collection includes 185K biomedical articles from the PubMed Central OA Subset 7 and 105K arXiv.org documents from the dataset of the NTCIR-11 MathIR Task 8 .
DEMONSTRATION
HyPlag's user interface includes two main views to present the results of the hybrid detection approach: the Results Overview shown in Figure 2 and the Detailed Comparison View shown in Figure 3 . HyPlag also features a dashboard area that allows users to upload and manage files as well as to configure, start and track analyses.
We explain the functionality of the analysis views using a retracted journal article from bioengineering [20] . The retraction note 9 explains that the journal retracted the article, because it reused a three-page mathematical analysis without attribution from a paper by Freeman et al. [4] . We used HyPlag to compare the retracted article with the source indicated in the retraction note and with other publications by Freeman, the source paper's first author. a b Figure 2 : Results Overview. The Results Overview (Figure 2 ) is the first screen a user sees after selecting to view the results for an analysis. The left part of the screen shows the full text of the input document (see (1) in Figure 2 ). The right part shows a list of result summaries (2) for all documents, for which similarities to the input document have been identified. Each result summary includes one or more match views (3). Each match view has two panels and represents the similarities that an analysis method identified, e.g., matching citations or similar formulae. The left panel (4a) represents the input document and the right panel (4b) the comparison document. Matching features appear in the match views connected by lines. The positions of features in the match views reflect their relative positions in the documents. Therefore, similar features in the same order yield parallel lines. Such patterns are a strong indicator for potentially undue content similarity. Features in each match view have a unique color. The user can activate the preview (5) of matches for one comparison document at a time. All features in the input document that match features in the currently active comparison document are highlighted in the full text of the input document using the unique color of the feature (6). The results overview enables users to quickly browse all identified similarities and check which parts of the input document are affected. By clicking a button (7), a user can then switch to the detailed comparison.
For the example, the match views in Figure 2 show the similarity of text (left), citations (middle) and mathematical content (right) in the retracted article by Xu et al. and two papers by Freeman et al. The upper result summary represents the source paper named in the retraction note. The match views for text indicate moderate similarity of the retracted article, particularly in the introduction, to both comparison documents. This similarity is largely due to overlap in keywords and general scientific phrases and likely would not have caused suspicion for either of the two comparison documents. However, the match view for mathematical content (right) in the upper result summary shows a clearly suspicious similarity that should prompt a user to review the documents in detail. Figure 3 shows the Detailed Comparison View, which displays the full text of the input document (8) and a selected comparison document (9) side-by-side. Between the full texts, a match view (10) similar to the match views in the Results Overview highlights all matching features in both documents. However, in this view, each feature match (11a,b) is assigned a separate color. Clicking on any highlight in the full text panels or the central match view aligns the respective feature matches. Since the central match view represents the entire document, the current view port, i.e., the segment of text visible in the adjacent full text panel and the position of the text segment in the document, is indicated using a darker shade.
To improve the legibility of the screen capture, we manually selected a passage with high math similarity that does not exceed the screen. For the example, the combined visualization of similar content features shows that in addition to dispersed keyword matches, especially the mathematical formulae in both documents exhibit a high similarity and occur in nearly identical order. Also, the only source cited in the shown segments (reference 36 on the left and 13 on the right) is identical.
To enable users to review why HyPlag flagged mathematical formulae as similar, clicking on a highlighted formula match opens the interactive visualization of pairwise formula similarity as proposed in our paper [16] and shown in Figure 4 . Identical and similar leaf nodes are highlighted and a layout algorithm that minimizes edge crossings aligns the formulae to emphasize structural similarity. To facilitate the structure analysis, the user can collapse and freely arrange nodes. The formulae shown in Figure 4 exhibit a nearly identical structure, although the retracted document partially uses different identifiers, e.g., N C vs. I C , and a different notation for the parameter, respectively argument i inF .
Since in both equations, the inner sum uses different identifiers, the central leaf nodes for N C are denoted as similar and not identical. 
CONCLUSION
We presented a prototype that implements a hybrid approach to academic plagiarism detection by analyzing the similarity of mathematical expressions, images, citation patterns, and text. Using a retracted journal article, we demonstrated that the hybrid analysis of these content features can improve the retrieval of potential source documents for cases of concealed content reuse. We also showcased how our interactive visualizations of these content features can aid reviewers in assessing the legitimacy of content similarity in academic manuscripts. Our code is available as open source from: http:// purl.org/ hyplag
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